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1 Introduction

This package provides LaTeX classes to format grant applications for the following federal agencies:

grant-arl : Army Research Laboratory
grant-darpa : Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
grant-doe : Department of Energy
grant-nih : National Institutes of Health
grant-nrl : Naval Research Laboratory
grant-nsf : National Science Foundation
grant-onr : Office of Naval Research

2 Usage

The example below illustrates how to use the nsf class. Substitute nsf for any of the above class names to format applications for other federal agencies.

\documentclass{nsf}
\addbibresource{Bibliography.bib}
\begin{document}
\chapter{Project-Summary}
\ ...
\chapter{Project-Description}
\ ...
\chapter{Bibliography & References Cited}

\footnote{This document corresponds to grant v0.0.3, dated 2016/08/22.}